Preface

As we known well, 突厥可汗 Tujue kehan from old Chinese Chronicles meaning the Old Turkic Kaghan have ruled the Mongolian Steppe in AD 6-9th century before the Kitany and Tatar nomad peoples emigrated from the Eastern Mongolia and the northern steppe of Manchuria passing over the Daxianlei Mountains. At that time, in Mongolia under the rule of the nomad powers, sedentary peoples involving Chinese, Iranian, Sogdian, Indian and others peoples have resided serving the Old Turkic rulers as political advisers, merchants, diplomats, soldiers and workmen etc. And it is undoubted that they have influenced nomad peoples from the viewpoints of the thought, languages, and way of lives. According to the recent historical, philological and archaeologica materials unearthed from Mongolia and other countries, it seems undoubted that nomad peoples began to use the Old Turkic runic scripts and Turkish languages as the official one in the first period of the 8th century at latest, although they have used the Sogdian or Chinese languages as official languages in the contract or diplomat documents. However, recently I noticed two stone steles of the Brahmi scripts (may be the Sanskrit language) from the Mongolian steppe.

From these steles, we can assume that at that time Buddhism had an effect on the sedentary peoples under the nomad peoples through the Buddhist monks that had emigrated from Gandhara, oasis countries along the Tianshan Mountains and then the northern China to the Mongolian Steppe under the nomad powers. They had a close relation each other under the Buddhist cultural networks.

And also in the Tajikistan, Uzbekistan, Kirgizstan, Kazakhstan and Xinjiang regions along the Tianshan Mountains including the Altai regions also had been ruled by the Western Turkic Kaghanate since the middle of the 6th AD. These regions have varieties of the geographical and historical features as well as Mongolia, especially Indo-European peoples such as Khotan-Saka, Iranina, Sogdian and Indians etc. invaded and settled as the Buddhists or other religious believers in the oasis countries since the 5th BC. Also at that time, they had close relationship from the political, economic and cultural points of views with the nomad peoples such as Skythai, Xiungnu (Xwn), Usun, Gaoche, Eftalite, Avar, Turks, and Mongols etc. Especially also in the Old Turkic period, on one hand sedentary peoples such as Sogdian, Chines and Indians are ruled by the Old Turkic Kaghanate, on the other hand they served the Turkic Kings from the commercial and social pints of views.

In this article, I would like to consider the close relation between sedentary peoples and Old Turkic Kaghanate from the viewpoints of varieties of languages, cult-believes and cultures on the basis of analysis of new archaeological and philological-historical sources.

I. Common language of the First Old Turkic Kaghanate

As well known, since the construction of the First Old Turkic Kaghanate in the middle ages of the 6th AD., the political leader named Kaghan or Khan and the elite peoples as his commanders named Yabgu, Shad, his successors named Tigin, and the high-ranking officials named Tudun, Chor, Tarkan and likes have used the Turkic languages as the native and common languages between them. However, when Old Turkic peoples communicate with the foreigners such as Chinese or Iranian peoples, they usually utilized the Sogdian merchants or armies as the attendant of the diplomat, economic and cultural issues. For example, the first Kaghan Illig Kaghan (Bumin Kaghan in the Orkhon inscription) sent a Sogdian 安諾槃陀 Anakhtvantak meaning ‘the slave of the Goddess Anakhita’ resided in the 涼州 Liangzhou (Guchen city) to the emperor of the Western Wei dynasty in the 551 year AD. And it is well known that he became delighted and may say that this is good omen for our society and our state will make a progress from now on.

From this fact, we can understand that Sogdian merchants played the important role as the interpreters to communicate with the political leaders of the 拓跋 Tuba blanch tribe of the 鮮卑 Xianbi peoples that used Chinese languages as official languages and Xianbi languages (proto-Mongolian language) as common language.
As the relation to this, most of the researchers that Old Turkic speaking nomad leaders generally used Turkic languages as the native languages between them, however, when they has no original alphabets or do not create the letters for expressing their native languages until the 8th century, they could not help using the other languages such as official languages such as Chinese and Sogdian languages. To this, Old Chinese sources of Zhoushu 50 tell us that 突厥Tujue (Old Turk) peoples has no original script, however, it seems that their scripts are similar with <胡字Huzi>, that is, Sogdian scripts (ZS-50, p.910).

Map. 1. Old Turkic and Uighur inscriptions in Mongolia (by Takashi OSAWA.)

1-1. The Sogdian inscription and the Brahmi inscription from the Bugut stele in Mongolia
For example, there is a stele named Bugut stele that was built near the steppe along the Tarim River and the eastern side of the Khangai Mountains named Ötükan yis in Old Turkic stele and also in Chinese letters at that time. This Bugut stele has the four sides of the three sides have Sogdian letter and language as writing letters. And one has the Brahmi scripts (aksara). Until now, peoples told that the first part is the wide side of the Sogdian sides. However, as suggested by Y. Yoshida and T. Moriyasu in the report 1999, other wide side should be the front side of this inscription. Because if the wide front side of the Sogdian text is the front side, the head line should be begun from the wide side of the Sogdian text, however, the first line is begun from the left side of the Sogdian text. Secondly from the context of the Sogdian text, this inscription was named <mwn’k nwm sanka> meaning ‘this stone of Law’ (this Dharma in the Buddhism doctrine) was built by kings of the Ashinas family. Thus we can see evidently that the demonstrative adjective <mwn’k> meaning ‘this’ must indicate this inscription, so the latter name <nom sanka> (stone of Law) indicates this inscription. From these reason, this inscription was built not only for the honor of the dead Turkic Tatpar kaghan, but also for praising the Law of Buddhism in his country. And of all sides of this inscription, Burahmi text side, however, this part was badly destroyed and too difficult to be interpreted.

Fig. 1. Bugut site (over), and the Bugut stele (B-1 side; B2, B4) Bugat county, in Arkhangai province, Mongolia) (Kharzhaubai 2003: 346).
1-2. Translation of the Sogdian Text from the sides of the 1~3.1 lines of the Bugut stele
Firstly the transliteration and translation of the Sogdian text was published in 1971 (Livshits & Klyashtornuyi 1971: pp.139-141), and then in 1972 by Livshits and Klyashtornuyi. Afterward, historians utilized this reading (Livshits & Klyashtornuyi 1972: pp.85-89), however, there are unresolved personal name and questionable terms that cannot be attested from the Old Chinese chronology such as Zhoushu or Suishu in their interpretation. So we tried to investigate this inscription and sites, and the text was also reinterpreted and translated into English and Japanese by Japanese Iranist Prof. Y. Yoshi in 1999. Now I would like to incite his new translation in the following from (Yoshida and Moriyasu 1999: 122-125).

**B-1**: left side of the Sogdian text;  **B-2**: central side of the Sogdian text;
**B-3**: right side of the Sogdian text.

…: Illegible letters with some traces.
***: damaged and illegible part of unclear verb.

**<B-1: 1-3>** Kings of the Turkish Ashinas tribe have established [this] stone of law when***Muqan Qaghan’s Yaruka-brother (named?) Niwar Qaghan ***ed for the sake of Urkupar Cracu Magha Tatpar Qaghan.

**<B-1: 3-4>** Then, God(like) Muqan Qaghan and God(like) Magha Tatpar Qaghan were the (two) rulers upon the whole world from the east to the west.

**<B-1: 5+B-2:1>** ... ... Then, after that God(like) M[uqan Qaghan] ... ... He returned to the God (= died).

**<B-2: 2-5>** Then, to ... ... Magha Tat[par Qaghan’s prince]s, Shadapits, Tarxwans, Xurxapcins, Tuduns, ... ... [said to him]:”... Your elder brother Muqan Qaghan passed away. He ruled countries ... ... the seven continents (= the whole world) and fed the people well. Now, You God(like) Magha Tatpar Qaghan, also [become a ruler and] rule the seven continents in that way and feed the people!”
Then, the God(like) Magha Tatpar Qaghan also ... listened to the consultation (or: took the advice of the consulting people) and became a king in the year of hare. He ruled eleven years. (his) body ... He returned to the gods (= died).

Then, to ... ... Magha Tat[par Qaghan’s prince]s, Shadapits, Tarxwans, Xurxapcins, Tuduns, ... ... ... [said to him]: “... Your elder brother Muqan Qaghan passed away. He ruled countries ... ... ... the seven continents (= the whole world) and fed the people well. Now, You God(like) Magha Tatpar Qaghan, also [become a ruler and] rule the seven continents in that way and feed the people!”

Then, the God(like) Magha Tatpar Qaghan also ... listened to the consultation (or: took the advice of the consulting people) and became a king in the year of hare. He ruled eleven years. (his) body ... ... He returned to the gods (= died).

Afterwards, Shadapits, Tarxwans, Xurxapcins ... ... ... ***ed. Then, they made Magha Umna Qaghan a king ... ... ...

[Magha Umna] Qaghan ordered to build a great ... for the sake of (his) father Magha Tatpar Qaghan. And he also ordered to establish a great stone of law.

When the stone of law [was established] ... ... God(like) Magha Tatpar Qaghan’s princes, as well as grandsons and great-grandsons, ... ... ... and Shadapits and Xurxapcins and relatives and the people, when (they) ***ed for a week (altogether) with ... cavalry ... ... ... they killed ... ... ... After that, God(like) ... [Qaghan] ... ... ... ordered to establish [the stone of law]. When the two rulers ... ... ... ***ed they were in pursuit (after him?) upwards.

In the year of *** Magha ... [Qaghan] ... ... ... (they) took *** and all the others.

... ... ... the two Qaghans’ *** Magha
... ... ... (he?) blesses good wealth (and religious) service.
... ... ... in that year (he?) blesses good wealth (and religious) service.
... ... ... (there) exist ... and a man of ... And, lord, Magha
... ... ... day... the stone of law U...na Iri Magha
... ... ... 5 ... ... ... 4

Sanskrit texts consisting of the Brahmi aksar in almost 24 lines.

B-1: left side of the text; B-2: central side of the text; B-3: right side of the text (by Takashi ŌSAWA, 1997).

1-3. A new suggestion on the orientation of the Bugut stele, and the relation between the Sogdian texts and Brahmi texts

But the vast part can be middle part is continued from the left side, so this part should not regard as the first. As I supposed before in the paper, the beginning sentence of the Sogdian part illuminates concretely the purpose of this constriction and it is remarkable that this stele is fundamentally called <nom sank> means ‘the stone of the law’ that is, the stone stele of the Buddhism doctrine or Dharma. So in my view, the Western side of the Brahmi letters can be the front side of this stele and other three parts is to be recognized as the explanation why and when this stele was built and who built this.
From this fact, we can point out that the Brahmi letters and Sanskrit language is probably for one Buddhist sutra can be also the cultural language, and the Sogdian language was used as the official languages.

This assumption can be supported by the fact that this stele was built by the next successor Niwar Kaghan of the Yaruka brother when Maga urukpar Tatpar Kaghan of the fourth leader of the First Turkic Kaghanate was dead. According to the Old Chinese chronicles of the ZC-50 and SS-80, Tatpar Kaghan is recorded that he reigned for 10 year after the dead brother Mukan Kaghan ruled for 20 years since he sat the throne in the 553 AD. So Tatpar Kaghan can be considered that he was dies in the 581 year. And according to the records of the Chinese sources, Tatpar Kaghan believed the Buddhism after the advice of the Chinese Buddhist monks named Elin, and then even he established the Sanga-rama (Buddhist temple) and performed, and he shaved his head and became a bronze, and prayed the Buddha surrounding the Buddhist pagoda (tower). Thus Tatpar Kaghan became a Buddhist priest, however, he also was ruler and surrendered the peoples and cities in the northern territory of the Chou and Qi dynasties. Such both characters are reflected in the Bugut stele in the contents of the Sogdian text. One character is attested from the existence of the Brahmi text that is probable written in Sanskrit language in the front side. Another one is shown from the expression of that Tatpar Kaghan ruled the all over the world with his elder brother Mukan Kaghan. From this, we can understand that this ruler had the both elements, that is, the nomad leader as the worrier and the believer of the Buddhist.

2. The other instances of the Sogdian language for the Old Turkic Kaghanate as the official language of the 6th AD.

2-1. Mongolküre inscription on the stone statue of the Old Turkic period In the Yili Steppe of the Xinjiang Uighur autonomous region.

I would like to introduce other source carved in the Sogdian language as the official language among the Western Turkic Kaghanate (583-657 AD.). This source is the Sogdian text carved in the Old Turkic type of stone statue of the red granite stone (Fig. 3). This stone statue is belonging to the old Turkic site that was located in the Mongolküre steppe near the Tekes River in Zaosu county of the Xinjiang Uigur Autonomous region of China. This text was firstly recognized by the Chinese archaeologists in 1953, however, this text was introduced as Old Uyghur text or Old Turkic runic text by several researchers. In 1972 Clark firstly identified this as Sogdian text, however, none tried to investigate and interpreted this text. In 1991, Sogdian specialist Prof. Y. Yoshida visited the researching Institute of Archeology and history in Xinjiang, and he tried to introduce this first edition of this Sogdian text on the basis of the unclear several pictures taken by Chinese researchers. And then in1992 this site and Sogdian text were researched and pictured by the international joint expedition between China and Japan under the supervisor of the Prof. M. Matsubara of the National museum of Ethnology in OSAKA, Japan. Afterward, depended on these pictures, Yoshida presented his new reading of this Sogdian text in the research meeting of the Museum, and he gave me this sources. This author tried to analyze this context and the historical background of the building of the site and stone statue comparing with the Old Chinese chronology and other sources concerning the Western Turkic Kaghanate. As a result of my research, this stone statue was built as the model of the Niri Kaghan of the grandson of the Mukan Kaghan, and it must have been established by his son Chula Kaghan in 599 AD after the death of his father Niri Kaghan (Ōsawa 1999: pp.346-352).
Map 2. ▲ : Mongolküre site, Zhaosu county (pictured by Takashi ŌSAWA).

Fig.3. Stone statue of Niri Kaghan (Left and middle), and the part of Sogdian Inscription of Mongolküre Steppe, Zhaosu county, Yili province of the Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous region site.(Photos by Takashi ŌSAWA in 2006).

What is noteworthy is that the Sogdian letter and the Sogdian language are carved at the 20 lines vertically under the waste of the stone statue. Sogdian letters are partly broken and not conserved well.
However, according to Y. Yutaka, as to the text of the 6-7th lines, it can be translated as ‘The grandson of God Mukan Kaghan, Chor Pay Niri Kaghan became the grand Kaghan in the hare year (595 AD.) as shown in the following:

Transcription.
L.6.: mwx’n x’γ’n npsyšn βy y ěwr-p’y nry x’γ’n
L.7.: pr x(r)jywšk srów mz’yx x’γ’n n’(m s)y…
Translation.

In my analysis from the historical point of view, Niri Kaghan can be identified with Nili Kaghan that was the son of the Yansu Teqin (Turk. Tigin). Until now it is unclear on the genealogy of the Yansu Tigin and his son Nili Kaghan and his grandson Chula Kaghan. Some researchers intended on that they must have belonged to the Istemi and Tardu Kaghan’s genealogy. Other researchers intended on that they must have belonged to the Mukan – Apa kaghan’s genealogy. However, from this inscription, Niri (Chinese Nili Kaghan) was the grandson of Mukan Kaghan. So we can conclude first that Niri Kaghan was the grandson of Mukan Kaghan, and the son of Apa Kaghan’s little brother of Yansu Tigin and the father of Churi Kaghan (in Chinese Chula Kaghan). (Ōsawa 1999: pp. 349-354; Ōsawa 2006: 477-487).

This Sogdian letters are carved in the 20th lines from the right to the left side. As I mentioned in my previous paper, this Sogdian inscription was inscribed in the body of the stone statue of the Old Turkic Niri Kaghan for the purpose of praising the Turkic leader’s legitimate birth of the royal family of the Ashinas tribe and his devoted contribution of his country and the peoples. If at that time the Old Turkic runic letter has invented, the runic writing system of the Turkic language or other official languages must have been carved in this memorial stone. But as shown in this case, there is no track of the evidences of runic or other letters in the steppe of the Tianshan Mountains or Semirechie and Talas Steppe under the Old Western Turkic Kaghanate.

From this, we can assume that there is no invention of the runic letter until the last period of the 6th AD. And the Sogdian language can be regarded as the official language in the memory of the country and public communication with the foreign countries.

2.2. Official documents or letters to the Byzantine or the Chinese dynasties issued by the Old Turkic Kaghan in the 6th c. AD.

This can be attested from the Menander Protectus of the 8th century that Sogdian ambassadors Maniakh served the first Kaghan Dizaboulos (Shinjibu, Silzibul, Dizabul, Ishtemi Kaghan) of the Western Turkic Kaghanate and he was sent to the Shax Khosro I. of the Sassanid dynasty or the Byzantine Emperor Justinus to trade the silk cloths, golden products and likes.

When Byzantine ambassador Zemarchus visited the headquarters (Ordu) of the Shinjibu Kaghan with Maniac and his companions in the 568 year AD., he reported that the old Turks recorded <the letter written in Scythian> (Brockley 1985: 115; Naito 1998: 377). Until now, so-called <Scythian> word has been discussed among researchers, however, from the way of using this word in the Menander Protectus, it means general nomad peoples involving the Old Turkic tribes. So, it is not understandable as the concrete ethnics. And from the archaeological and historical points of views, Old Turkic aristocratic peoples had a custom of the using the Sogdian peoples as their ambassador, so the <Scythian> scripts can be identified with the Sogdian scripts and the languages under the rule of the Old Turkic Kaghanate.

Of course, from the old Chinese sources there are several reports written in old Chinese. And the greetings of the first sentences are also written in old Chinese words, however, according to P. Pelliot and Masao Mori (Pelliot 1929: 209; Mori 1967 441-442), can be reflected of the typical Turkic expressions. Especially formula of the greeting sentences can be reflected from the Turkic expressions, however, we cannot attest the evidence of the original scripts until the 8th century AD, so we should consider that these reports can be written in other languages that are very popular and useful among the Old Turkic Kaghans. As to this matter, as Prof. Sai declared before, it must be a clue of solving this matter. That is, he found that the typical formula of the report that the Sogdian king (Ikhshid) of the Samarkand kingdom to the
Tang Emperor can be reflected of the Sogdian formula that was used in the official Sogdian letters from the Mug documents of Tajikistan (Sai 1996: 53-54). This suggestion is very significant for considering the Chinese documents that was issued by the Old Turkic Kaghan. In my view, the letters of Old Turkic rulers must have been interpreted from old Turkic language as their native speaking Turkic to the Sogdian language as the official language among the Turkic Kaghanate.

From this viewpoint, we can analysis the Chinese letter that the Old Turkic Kaghan Ishbara Kaghan addressed to the Sui Emperor Wendi in the dragon year (589 AD) can be originated from the Sogdian documents that was translated from the Old Turkic speaking language.

2-3. Official writings of the West Turkic Khagans from the numismatic materials in the western Tianshan regions and Sogdiana

As well known, the first western Turkic Kaghan Dizabulos (Shinjibu, Istemi Kaghan) ruled the Sogdiana and Talas regions after the destruction of the Ephtalite Kaghanate in 557 AD. And he sent his son as the regional leader named Tudun. This can be supported by the fact that many coins were issued in the Sogdiana and cities of the northern steppe of the Tianshan Mountains. And they have the typical portraits of Old Turkic rulers or the aristocratic peoples among the Western Turkic Kaghanate. And in the other side, there are ruler’s name and the high-ranking titles for the royal family of the Ashinas such as Tardu, Jabghu, Tudun, Tigin and likes (Babayar 2007: 18-19).

From these numismatic materials, Old Turkic kaghan, kaghatun (Kaghan’s wife), Tigin and the high-ranking officials such as Yabgu, Shad, Itieber and likes made Sogdian workmen carve his own portrait and his wife, or his high official officials in the coins in the Sogdian letter and Sogdian language.

Fig.4. Coins issued by the Old Turkic rulers (Sogdian letter around the Kaghan or his wife-Kaghatun’s portraits) (Babayar 2007: 66, 71).

From the recto of the coin No.4, we can see the Turkic Kaghan’s in the left and the

Kaghan’s wife-Kaghatun in the right, and from the verso, we can transliterate ZNH pny zpǝw yrcänk and translate ‘this coin belongs to Yabgu il Čirdanak’ (Babayar 2007: 66-69). And from the verso of the coin No.7, we can see the Turkic ruler’s portrait, and from the verso, we can read ZNH p[n]y [zp]ǝw meaning ‘this coin belongs to Yabgu’ (Babayar 2007: 71). And from the recto of No.8-11, we can see a portrait of Turkic ruler, and from the verso we can read ‘sfbr’ (?) twrk [q] ‘y’n pny meaning ‘this coin belongs to Išbara (?) Türk Qaγan’ (Babayar 2007: 71). From this we can know that Sogdian letter and language were the official language among the Western Turkic Kaghanate.

2-4. Other official writings from the Nestorian Christianity in the Sogdiana, Akbeshim, Semirechiye and the Tianshan Steppe

As you know, in Western Asia and Mezopotamiya areas, eastern Syrian Christianity was gradually spread out and the Churches and manastries were established and protected in the Persian regions under the rule of the dynasties of the Achaeminid, Parhtia and Sasanid, and then Nestorian missions settled in the oasis countries such as Marv, Samarkand, Bukhara, Akbeshim and Sarig (Krasnaya rechika), and then Almalik and protected their belief and religions in Central Asia under the Western Turkic Kaghanate during the 6th-8th C. AD. For example, we can know that the Nestorian Christian Churches were excavated from Samarkand, Akbeshim and Turfan regions and in Kyrgyzstan, we can find Nestorian Christian’s tomb stones more than 600. And in my view, the beginning date of tomb stone that was belonged to the Old Turkic peoples can be 789 year AD from the Akbeshim tomb. According the Lane’s
research, in the first stages of this tomb stone, epitaph are carved in the Aramian language by the Estorangelo script, however, it seems clumsy. This means that this scribes were not be Syrian peoples, that is, the local Sogdian-Turkic believers of Nestorianism. According the form of the cities and the position of the districts of the tomb stones in the Akbeshim and Turfan areas, Christian communities are formed in the corner of the cities, and they settled in the certain district of the cities under the protected of the Western Turkic Kaghans as Kizilasov mentioned before (Kizilasov 2006: 322-329; Klein 2000: 14-18, 27-36). In my view, in this region, Estrangelo scripts and Aram languages can be used as well as the Sogdian script and languages among the elite peoples of the nomad society.

Fig.5. Several sources concerning the Syrian Christianity from Sogdiana and Semirechie etc.
3. The historical background of carving the Brahmi inscription of the Bugut stele under the Old Turkic Kaghanate in the 6th c. AD.

3-1. Why Tatpar Kaghan converted to the Buddhist?

As I introduced and analyzed the Bugut stele in the first chapter of this paper, the Brahmi part can be considered the front side of this stele and has the most important role in this stele. Then why this Brahmi inscription was carved in the most important front side of the Bugut stele? To this question, Klyashtornuyj and Livshitz considered that this can be explained by the fact that Tatpar Kaghan of the 4th kaghan of the Old Turkic kaghanate intended to strengthen the own political strength with the religious authority of the Buddhism (Klyashtornuyj & Livshitz 1972: 78-79).

Their supposition is possible from the viewpoints of the political-religious relationship under the rule of the nomad Empire such as Mongol Empire (cf. Moses 1977). In this case, from the Chinese description of the Sui-shu 84, Tatpar Kaghan boasted that he has own two sons such as the emperors of the Qi and Zhou dynasties, and they tribute to the court of the Tatpar Kaghan competing each other, so his Turkic country will never become poor.

To this opinion, we should also consider the historical circumstance surrounding the Turkic Kaghanate, that was constructed of the nomad Turkic, Mongolian, and Tsungus tribal peoples, and the sedentary peoples such that the Iranian, Sogdian, Chinese, Indian peoples and likes. Especially from the viewpoints of believable and religious circumstance under the Old Turkic Kaghanate, we can mention that there are believers of the Shamanism, Zoroastrianism, Buddhism and Nestorian Christians etc. Shamanism is supported by the general nomad peoples that have traditionally believed the existed of the natural spirits and supernatural minds in the Shamans, and the Buddhism is the Chinese and Indian Buddhist monks and Chinese immigrants that has come from the Qi and the Zhou dynasty in the 6th c. AD. Zoroastrianism is, as well known, spread vast in the Sogdiana and the colonies of the oasis countries through the Silk road. For example, ‘xšwn’k and ‘xš’ywn means the same meaning of ‘king, sovereign; ruler’. But the first one can be generally used in the holy book of the Avester or the texts of holly Yasht, however, the latter one can be generally used for the contract documents. What is to be pay the attention is that in the Bugut inscription, the first word is attested, so we can suppose that this scribe of the Bugut inscription can be Sogdian of the Zoroastrianism. This situation can be also supported by the relief demonstrating the close relation between Sogdian merchants of the Zoroasterism and the Turkic ruler that were evident from the stone bed and coffin of the Sogdian tombstones of Tayuan, Xian, and Luoyang, though in particular it seems undisputed that the original funeral methods and the images of the related priests are much changed into Chinese methods under the influence of the Old Chinese culture (De la Vaissière & Trombent 2005).

And the Nestorian Christians came to the inner Asia through the Merv, Sogdiana, Semirechie, Yili, and the inner China regions from the Eastern Syria of the northern Mesopotamia, Iraq and Sassanid-Iran and the western border of the India. Especially in my view, Nestorian Churches were built in Marv, Samarkand and Akbesim (Sui-ab city) under the Western Turkic Kaghanate, and Sogdian and Turkic-
Sogdian peoples converted to the Nestorian Christians under the institution of the Syrian or Sogdian sacred or patrician peoples, and as long as we can know, many Nestorian tombstones were discovered more than 600 in Semirechiye, Akbeshim, Sarig and Almalik cities. In my view, these peoples are attributed to the separated community in these cities under the Old Turkic rulers (Gillman & Klimkeit 1999; Klein 2000).

As mention above, in 566 AD The Qi dynasty was destroyed by the Zhou dynasty and the Buddhist monks escaped to the Mongolia under the Tatpar Kaghan. And according to the Chinese historiography named Xu-gao-seng-dian, we can point out that there is other stream of the Buddhist monks. According to the Buddhist monk’s historical records, 10 Buddhist monks including Bao-sui, Dao-sui, Seng-tan went to the western region and would like to learn the elementary Buddhism from the original Buddhist sutras in the Gandhara district, but on the way of returning back to their Qi country, they heard that the mother country was ruined by the Zhou dynasty, so they decided to stay in the Mongolia under the Tatpar Kaghan (Xu-gao-seng dian 2:114).

From this historical background, Tatpar Kaghan firstly looks like the combated to the Buddhist from the one aspect; however, he has to conserve the Buddhist Chinese and Indian peoples under the political authority.

3-2. Why did the Umna Kaghan built the Brahmi steles?

As I show from the Sogdian texts of the Bugut stele, there are two registrations that the son of the Tatpar Kaghan built two Buddhist memorial pillars named <nom sank> in the parts of the B-2 and B-3. As to the issues, I researched the historical monuments in the Mongolia steppe, and I found the two Brahmi steles, that had discovered by Mongolian archaeologist named Shimekhu in the steppe that surrounding the stone hill in 1985. But at that time, this stele cannot be explained from the historical points of views. I researched the original places under the International joint expedition between Japan and Mongol in 2007 and 2008. These places are located in the middle steppe of the Tugla River in the Central province of Mongolia.

According to the Chinese SS-84, Tatpar’s son is named Anla, and he was also title Banna and invaded to the border the northern China under the order of the 5th Turk Ishbara Kaghan. And one he sat the throne after his father Tatpar, however, he has no political strength that competed with the rival of the Ashinas tribal leader Dalabian (Apa Kaghan), so he handed over the sovereignty to the Nivar Kaghan (later Ishbara Kaghan), and then he moved the Ordu of the Orkhon steppe to the right border of the Tugla River. Two Brahmi steles are also located in the very similar steppe along the Tugla River.

Map2. Locations of the old Turkic inscriptions and sites in Mongolia along the Orkhon, Tamir and Tugla Rivers (by Takashi Ōsawa).

According to the Chinese SS-84, Tatpar’s son is named Anla, and he was also title Banna and invaded to the border the northern China under the order of the 5th Turk Ishbara Kaghan. And one he sat the throne after his father Tatpar, however, he has no political strength that competed with the rival of the Ashinas tribal leader Dalabian (Apa Kaghan), so he handed over the sovereignty to the Nivar Kaghan (later Ishbara Kaghan), and then he moved the Ordu of the Orkhon steppe to the right border of the Tugla River. Two Brahmi steles are also located in the very similar steppe along the Tugla River.
And we tried to find the corresponding to the Brahmi steles near the hill of the Brahmi steles, and we could find the original hill that two steles were established. However, there are no Old Turkic monuments.

Then next year, we researched in other places along the Tugla River, depending on the record of G. Ramstedt and S. Pälsi’s expedition of 1909. At last in 2007 we could find the big stone circle in the Bronze ages, however, and in the near place from the big stone circle, we could find the monuments of a square stone enclosure in stone circle and balbal stones in the east direction. This can be identified with the Old Turkic site named Sevsüür site (Bichees 2, p.99).

This tomb has the characteristic feature to the First Old Turkic Kaghanate period as well as the sites such as sites of Bugut and 1. Gindin Bulak (Bayn Tsgaan Khundy site) (Fig. 5). Thus, in my opinion, this site can be belonged to the Umna Kaghan’s tomb and monuments.

From this, I can consider that the Brahmi steles was built for the protection of the Chinese and Indian monks such as Jinagupta and Buddhist believers that had resided in the Mongolian steppe since the period of the rule of his father and former ruler Tatpar Kaghan.

Fig.4. Huis Tolgoi steles in Bulgan province, Mongolia (Photos by Takashi Ōsawa in 2007). In the museum of Mongolian Archaeology, Ulaanbaatar.

Fig.4. Huis Tolgoi (meaning ‘The hill of Huis’) and the steppe around the hill (Photos by Takashi Ōsawa).

Fig.5. Plan of the Sevsüür site, Mogod county, Bulgan province, Mongolia (MSSR 65, Fig.12) and center part of the stone circular (by Takashi Ōsawa 2007).

4. The belief and worship to the sacred Mountains as the world cultural center under the early Turkic Kaghanate in the 6th C. AD.
As well know, Since Mukhan Kaghan’s period, Old Turkic peoples has the customs to worship the sacred Mountains named *iduq Ötükän yiš* that can be identified with the Khangai forest and mountains in Mongolia. In my view, this mountain can be regarded as the plenty of many trees and many irons as I could reconstruct and attest the cultural meaning from the fragments of the 13th line of the southern side of the Köl Tigin inscription in the following (Ōsawa 2011: 414-418).

(transcription) Tämir ärsär : oťa yirtä : i : ärsär ärig yirtä: bängü taš: toqïtdïm :
(translation) In the place that is enough strong to bear the fire as if it is iron, and in the place where it is enough strong as if it is tree, I carved the inscription.

As well know, this place where the writer described here is Ötükän yer where the Orkhon inscriptions were established of the Kosho-Tsaidam basin near the Orkhon River in Mongolia. And as we know that Old Turkic term yer can be regarded as the concept meaning not only ‘earth’, but also ‘hill, mountain’ as Klyashtornuyi supposed before. So the very sentence indicated that Ötükän yer is defended by the natural power of iron and three (forest). And these two concepts can be strongly connected to the important cultural elements of Shamanism among the nomad peoples of Central Eurasian Steppe.

Especially irons can be feared and respected by the shamanistic nomadic peoples because they believe that iron can protect the evil or bad spirit from the religious points of view. That is, this mountain can be regarded as the center of the Shamanistic world, therefore this mountain had been worshipped and protected by the Old Turkic Kaghans.

The similar belief and worship can be attested in the Western Turkic Kaganate from the philological and archaeological points of views. For example, the younger brother Dizabolous (Istemi Kaghan) of the Yili Kaghan (Bumin Kaghan) placed his capital in the Yildiz Steppe of the Ak Tag ‘White Mountain’, that can be attested with the high mountains where is located in the north from the Kuca oasis country as Suishu 84, though their aristocratic peoples worship the Bogd uul (sacred mountain) in the north from the Turfan basin as the sacred cave from that their ancestor had come out in their own legend. And then in the last period of the 6th century, Churi Kaghan and Shiyi Kaghan placed the center in the Yildiz Steppe, and they placed the little capital in the Merke Steppe near the Sui-ab and the Talas oasis countries.

In my view, Merke Steppe can be also important strategic center from the points of political and cultural points of views among the Western Turkic Kaghane. This can be attested as Ak Tag from the Chinese Chronology as I had certificated as the sacred Mountains (Ōsawa 2009 : 52-55) . Especially relation with this, I could research the Old Runic Inscription of the stone-steppe near the Merke Mountains with the assistance of Kazakh Archaeologist Dr. A. Dosymbaeva in the April of 2009. The photo of this stone has been published by her (Dosymbaeva 2006: photo 64). At a glance, firstly I could read the five old runic letters as ‘Abaŋïŋ yiš’ that means ‘Mountains of Your Ancestor’. However, later when I revised the letters under the upper letters I distinguished original runic letters, moreover, in the upper and bellow lines of this inscription, there are same runic letters as follows:

(Transcription) yayız yerimiz a: yita!
(Translation) To our grown earth oh!, what a pity!
Fig.6: Old Runic inscription of the Merke Steppe (left) and The Merke Mountains from the Merke Steppe (By Takashi Ōsawa 2009).

At this present, firstly describer carved the original letters, and then in the later times, another Turkic writer must have carved the new runic letters over the original one. But the second describer did not write down the same letters as the original letters, another runic letters to explain his special feeling to the Merke Mountains.

If it my reading can be right, as I mentioned before, old Turkic term yer means ‘earth’ involving the ‘mountain. So this content of this inscription means that the Merke Steppe and Mountains are regarded as respectful being among the old Turkic nomad peoples under the Western Turkic Kaghanate as Dosymbaeva mentioned before (Dosymbaeva 2002).

And my interpretation mentioned above can be supported by the fact that near the Steppe and Mountains of the Merken Montains, we can recognize many rock carvings and Old Turkic type stone statues that had been erected in the rock stones or their tombs or shrines for their dead, and later they are regarded as the symbols of their ancestors. Especially these Old Turkic stone figures were also respected and worshipped among the Old Turkic peoples as the sacred ones that was possessed by the spirit of their ancestor at the feast of their religious festival.

From these archeological and philological materials, we can say that the Merke Mountains has a considerable important significance since the old times from the political and religious points of views as well as the Ötükän yiš of Mongolia and Aк Tag ‘White Mountains’near the Yildiz Steppe of the Tianshan Mountains.

On one hand, Sui-ab or Talas regions can be considered as the political and commercial center among the sedentary peoples such as Sogdian, Iranian, Indian, Chinese peoples that were Zoroastrian, Manichean, Buddhist and Nestorian Christian believers etc., on the other hand, these areas can be also regarded as the religious and cultural center among the old Turkic tribes that were traditional shamanistic believers.

Conclusions
1. In my view, the first side of the Bugut stele should be the Brahmı side (B4) after the philological and comparative researches with the other Old Turkic monuments.

2. Bugut stele is built for the fourth great Turkic Kaghan Tatpar Kaghan who died in Hare year (580) in the 580 years by the Niwar Kaghan that succeeds the great kaghan’s title through the Umna Kaghan, especially the part of the shrine building of the center of this mound can be built by 581.

3. In the Sogdian texts, there are three description of the building of the nom sank, that is Buddhist law (dharma) steles. As my analysis, the one is the Bugut inscription involving the Brahmı texts, and the other two ones can be two Brahmı steles in the Huis Tolgoi inscriptions.

4. Huis tolgoi inscriptions are to be built by Umna Kaghan in the north territory where his headquarter was established near the Tugla River.

5. As a result of our field research under the Bichees 2, we can discovery the Sewssüür site that can be belonged to the first Turkic Kaghanate again after the first discovery of Sakari Pälsi in 1910.

6. So, at this present, I would like to suggest that Sewssüür site was to be built for Umna Kaghan after his death in the 590 years.

7. As to the official language in the early Old Turkic Kaghanate, Sogdian letter and language are used as official language as well as old Chinese language although Turkic language was common language among Turkic speaking peoples in the Old Turkic Kaghanate.

8. As to the cultural languages among the cities under the roles of the Kaghans and his aristocratic peoples named Beg, sedentary peoples came in and resided there. At the cities, other branches of Sogdian languages are used for Zoroastrian. And Aram language was also used as cultural language among the Nestorian Christian community involving the Syrians, Sogdian and Turkic peoples, and the Sanskrit language are written with the Brahmı letter as the cultural languages among the Buddhist monks and their believers under the rule of Old Turkic Kaghanate.

9. Old Turkic peoples worshipped the sacred Mountains both Mongolia and the Tianshan regions. One of the sacred Mountains was the Merke Mountains as certificated by the old Turkic inscriptions from the Merke Steppe as well as Old Chinese Chronology and archaeological materials such as stone figures and stone sarcophagus that can be regarded as their own ancestor.
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